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Abstract
In this work, we examine science from the vantage points of blockchain technology

and its connection to decentralized science (DeSci). We consider science as a collective
process using Active Inference, an integrative framework that models the cognitive
processes of perception, planning, and action selection in terms of Bayesian probabilities
and updating. We present the Active Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS, available at
coda.io/@active-inference-institute/active-entity-ontology-for-science-aeos) as a
composable and versionable system for modeling various science systems, using the
Active Inference entity partitioning. Such DeSci systems are considered from the
perspective of BOLTS (Business, Operations, Legal, Technical, Social). Further steps for
developing and utilizing AEOS in the context of scientific ecosystems are provided.
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Driving Questions
Centralized Science (CeSci): Historical science operations, community, and practices

● What are successful, effective, and productive scientific practices for communities and individuals?
● What frameworks and tools can help form and support communities of practicing researchers to

promote long-term collaboration and impact?
● How are preferences and expectations aligned and communicated in ecosystems of scientific

collaboration?
● How do we avoid perverse incentives in systems of scientific inquiry?
● How do we ensure effective and transparent resource allocation and funding as research becomes

more interdisciplinary, interorganizational, and international?
● How can scientific careers be started and nurtured, increasing the accessibility and vitality of

science as a community and body of knowledge?
● What are fair and effective means of elevating voices to scientific thought leadership roles?
● What are good ways to identify strategic priorities for scientific funding, intellectual capital

allocation, and focused development?
● How to deal with new opportunities and challenges related to increases in remote work?
● How to enable efficient data and code access?

Decentralized Science (DeSci): The future of coordination and Knowledge Engineering
● How can decentralized teams and organizations coordinate research using effective distributed

mechanisms?
● What scientific outputs are to be expected of Decentralized Science (DeSci)?
● How will DeSci produce traditional research products such as papers, as well as other outcomes,

such as products, services, platforms, tools, and protocols?
● What artifacts and design patterns will stimulate the development of integrated DeSci systems?
● How can Distributed Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) scaffold and catalyze research, grants,

education, and community development?
● What methods for value capture and financialization improve the process of scientific discovery,

and which methods result in poor outcomes that are at odds with open science community values?
● What improves the reliability of outcomes and accountability of funds in emergent collaborations?
● What are the relations between the trajectories of scientific governance, and

social/ecological/political change and collapse?
● How can scientific careers become more accessible to researchers who are non-PhD holders, and

those with other commitments such as family, participation in industry, etc?
● How can we use blockchain and related technologies to cultivate cultures of fair work attribution,

through records of contribution to knowledge artifacts and proof-based protocols?
● How can we maintain a favorable signal-to-noise ratio for DeSci work output?
● Can the Active Inference framework and ontology be used to understand complex sociotechnical

systems such as epistemic communities?
● How are epistemic commons created and maintained in an era of Human-Computer collaboration?
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Introduction
Science is a cumulative, collective endeavor that augments a single human's

sensemaking ability with tools, practices, and processes we use together to observe,
measure, and understand the world around us and to agree on a shared reality. Even
before the invention of modern scientific instruments such as microscopes and particle
accelerators, humans relied on their senses to observe the environment and on their
brains to make inferences about these observations. This is still true today. Any study of
how knowledge is accumulated must consider how the brain works when making
predictions based on observations and incomplete data. Additionally, as the information
required for scientific research extends far beyond the cognitive capacity of a single
unaided human, tools for scientific organization, knowledge management, and
communication become increasingly necessary to consider as well.

Science and the Epistemic Commons
A recent shift in science is the move towards greater recognition of the complex

nature of systems such as brains or societies [1,2]. For example, cognitive science has
largely moved away from the ambition to discover universal laws of behavior to focus more
on the causal structure of the brain and its patterns of activity in different scenarios [3].
Utilitarian scientific models today strive to explain natural phenomena by piecewise
integration of generative models expected to match the causal structure of the target
system at the relevant scale of behavior [4,5]. The development and validation of
mechanistic models is based on multiple cognitive strategies, for example involving
computational modeling, empirical observation, statistical inference, and domain-specific
theoretical considerations. Despite this modeling shift, the social structure of science has
not yet adapted to embrace integrative practices. While the scientific community has
long-standing practices which they optimize for, many of these practices have lost their
validity, efficacy, or legitimacy [6,7]. This results in suboptimal integration of complex
transdisciplinary knowledge by favoring the partitioning of research along the lines of
traditional domain-specific methodologies, organizational processes, thematics, and
vocabulary.

Indeed, the modern era has seen the emergence of an unprecedented hegemony
of administrative institutions over all other forms of human social organization. Political
anthropologist James C. Scott explains the emergence of top-down structures for complex
problem solving as a default reflex to compress complexity. Scott claims that the capacity
of bureaucratic states and administrators to understand and manipulate the world relies on
a systematic reduction of the world onto standardized, legible tokens (teachable facts),
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such as accounting, and measurement units or legal identities based on a permanent
patronym [8]. The need for this "view from above" has placed pressure on research
institutions to adapt both their objectives and operating activities to meet the needs of
administrators. This "technoscientific" logic has left a complex and pervasive legacy in the
organization of contemporary research, including in the way we currently understand and
practice scientific research. In worst-case settings (which are unfortunately common),
research quality is evaluated on superficial measures with no principled consideration of
deeper relevance, leading to a raging competition between researchers on the number of
words written, sheer number of publications of any kind, or the ability to use technical
language [9–12], without considering the positive epistemic impact of the work. Entire
research programs can be funded because of insider networks, or correlation to a hype
cycle, while more thoughtful and critical (and ultimately constructive) research may easily
go unnoticed. In other words, the key metrics for tracking global scientific progress have
become increasingly divorced from their ability to be replicated or have meaningful impact
[13,14], and more correlated with social and cultural signaling within the unrepresentative
and often biased scientific community. When the professional scientific community is only
a small unrepresentative fraction of society, there is the possibility of detachment or
isolation from broader goals. Modern scientific careers can be exclusive and select for
certain types of people, leading to less representative population practicing science
professionally with key perspectives and backgrounds missing from the table

Given the incentive misalignment and power imbalances between administrators
and practitioners, the scarcity of resources, competition over resources both between
researchers and research institutions, and the inflexible nature of the bureaucracies which
connect and govern extant research institutions, there are few mechanisms available for
improving traditional research institutions aside from increasing funding. Luckily, human
prosociality has taken many forms throughout our evolutionary history from which we can
draw inspiration. We could develop tools and protocols which treat the outcomes of
research as contributions to an epistemic commons, a web of informational or
knowledge-oriented systems which would allow individuals with disparate motivations, skill
sets, and beliefs to collaborate at the intersection of their interests and tackle specific
questions or systems with the most contextually relevant tools, in the best interest of
cumulative, collective scientific knowledge. In other words, we argue that relaxing the
constraints of legibility associated with bureaucracy and its “view from above” could help
develop the "view from the ground" (i.e., pragmatic understanding by practitioners) as well
as the "view from within" (i.e., scientific knowledge, in the classical sense of an objective
description of system organization and activity).

Human prosociality has contributed to the persistence of our species. The emergent
structure of social organization is variable but can develop towards hierarchical, top-down
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control which are transactional and mutually beneficial [15,16]. However, hierarchical
control can lead to the sequestration of wealth and power over time, and a centralized
motivation that does not always act in broader society's best interest or satisfy all relevant
perspectives. Hierarchical structures develop cognitive biases over time that limit the
ability to parse multiple, conflicting streams of information that do not fit into the standard
decision making templates of those on top. Decentralized structures may be more capable
of acting on divergent information streams, however decentralization alone is not a
mechanism that provides intelligent coordination for effective collective action [17,18].
Decentralized Autonomous Organizations (DAOs) are an emerging form of coordination
between humans that enables new kinds of cyber-physical communities mediated by
immutable, cryptography-protected code [19,20] and other artifacts. DAOs allow for
programmable digital social structures, embedded mechanisms for consensus,
intermediation of trust-requiring actions, and independent operation of workstreams with
multiple leaders instead of a top-down hierarchy. Coordinating such decentralized
communities of practice, or more generally governing "complex commons", is novel,
difficult, and high-stakes work, often without the scaffolds and norms that traditional offline
governance benefits from [21]. For example, systems that are decentralized in principle
may still be functionally centralized in terms of power or asset distribution [22].

We propose that epistemic drives and norms can grow organically from
communities of practice, defined by open questions, shared value, interoperable
processes, methodological synergies, personal affinities, diverse contributions,
serendipitous encounters, and Ontologies, Narratives, Formal documents, and Tools
(ONFT, [23]). In this paper, we model the similarities and differences between
Decentralized Science (DeSci) and Centralized Science (CeSci) through the Active
Inference framework, understood here as a framework addressing how living systems
create an understanding of their environment [24] and act based on this understanding.
The Active Inference formalism affords an integrated account of the multiscale dynamics
shaping research, from the constitution of epistemic affordances shaping scientific
practices [25] to the coevolution of epistemic beliefs and communities [26], as a process of
uncertainty reduction (technically described by the descent of a gradient of variational free
energy [27,28]). This model implies that cognitive understanding derives from adaptive
control in agentive engagement rather than explicit representation [29–31], and that the
activity of epistemic communities is shaped by the sociocultural constraints defining their
structure rather than individual states of mind [32]. Based on these considerations, we will
articulate a conceptual framing and Active Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS).

Before we dive deep into head-on contrastive definitions of CeSci and DeSci, a
primer on decentralized systems is crucial. We would like the first definition not to be
simply an anti-definition of its counterpart, as we aim to incentivize effective research and
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set up collaborative relations between emergent DeSci and incumbent CeSci, not simply
to ignite controversy. Both CeSci and DeSci will exist in collaboration in the future, in the
sense that scientific systems will vary in their extent of centralization. Therefore, even
though here we will use the terminology of decentralization, a host of related terms may
also be relevant [22,33–35]. One interesting perspective to apply here is that of “Self
Certifying Systems” [36]. These self-certifying systems are those in which an entity
validates its own existence in the system, and the incentive mechanism of the system is
intrinsic to it. For instance, a dataset in a database system such as InterPlanetary File
System (IPFS) [37,38] validates its own legitimacy by hashing the contents using a
cryptographic hash function. In these dynamics, the root of trust lies within the network
entity itself, and not necessarily through legitimation by sources outside of the system.

Centralized Science (CeSci) and Decentralized Science (DeSci)
Decentralized Science (DeSci) is a relatively new term, introduced by Web3

collectives to describe the use of recent digital tools for funding, training, planning,
coordination, execution, dissemination and archival of scientific activities and assets by
digitally connected communities. DeSci is an emerging area with multiple, potentially even
incompatible, forming senses, so all explorations here should be considered preliminary
and partial. The term DeSci suggests, by contrast, the existence of Centralized Science
(CeSci), which would stand for the continued status quo organization of science as a
highly bureaucratic activity managed by select academic and private institutions. Some
motifs or patterns that are found in CeSci and DeSci can be found in Table 1 and Figures
6-8.

DeSci can be defined as the use of Web3 technologies to introduce epistemic
markets through the deployment of open source and financial tools. In this view, DeSci
represents the introduction of commodity markets for scientific assets and services where
such markets were previously impossible (e.g. financialization through tokenization of
intellectual property, scientific platform governance, peer review or curation services, or
access privileges to data or infrastructure). In another perspective, DeSci is seen as a set
of mechanisms for bottom-up individual sensemaking. From this perspective, DeSci is the
capability of individual agents or communities of practice to make sense of the world
autonomously, by defining their own questions, language and methodology. These
disparate views represent the distinction (without preference or judgment) between DeSci
as a set of emerging Web3 tools and DeSci as a research ecology, respectively.

Tool use, including markets and organizational technologies like DAOs, are
fundamental to the ecological view of science [39]. However, proponents of DeSci do not
conceive of this distinction as a purely technological one, for example simply describing
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the fact that DeSci organizes with the Internet while CeSci utilizes paper as well as digital
media is an insufficient distinction. For example DAOs don't replace off-chain or offline
human organization, they augment it with on-chain guarantees and some automatic
processes for human organization (i.e. voting is still a human process, but once the
parameters are set the voting itself may be automated and free of human corruption). The
broader perspective on DeSci is that it aims to reform the organization of scientific activity
itself, which is expected and preferred to translate into an increased ability for Science to
fulfill its mandate and align with social values [40]. We fully agree that this expectation is
warranted, at least in principle, as the socio-epistemic dynamics we call Science clearly
derive, at some level, from the concrete organization producing it. We will therefore
attempt to characterize the distinction between CeSci and DeSci in terms of their
respective organizational and structural aspects.

Both CeSci and DeSci aim at knowledge discovery, cultivation, and curation, but
they differ in their means to this end in terms of their incentives, structure, and norms, or
more generally, in terms of their research ecology. In CeSci, the language, methods for
discovery, and strategic priorities are imposed from the top down by a core group of
decision makers acting out the mandate of government policy positions. Core groups of
decision makers also receive external input and constraints, for example in the case of
peer review. In DeSci, methods and norms emerge from the bottom-up interactions of a
web of loosely connected communities of practices with diverse coordination and
prioritization mechanisms. Therefore, CeSci and DeSci diverge significantly in terms of
their sensemaking; one imposes specific meaning, understanding, and other cognitive
constraints to scientific activity so as to keep it legible to the "view from above", the other
cultivates the "view from the ground" by allowing those same cognitive objects to unfold
spontaneously throughout the course of the scientific activity.

Though there is fundamental overlap, and perhaps more similarity than not between
CeSci and DeSci at this incipient stage, those terms stand for a fundamental divergence in
the social and epistemic dynamics shaping the organization of research. Here we explore
some of those dynamics by considering key differences between DeSci and CeSci.

CeSci: Reducing Sense-Making Complexity Through Centralizing Institutions
CeSci is characterized by the presence of centralizing agents (such as government

institutions, philanthropic foundations, private businesses, or universities) having the
power and willingness to establish and enforce rules, goals, ontologies, and other informal
constraints within the wider scientific ecosystem. Its purpose can be understood as
pragmatic rather than purely epistemic, in that CeSci institutions are funded and
motivated, internally and externally, to build epistemic value (i.e. knowledge) that can
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assist other institutional actors and stakeholders understand and manipulate reality in
terms of their objectives, for better or worse. An example of this is the 19th Century
development of statistics, which was explicitly intended to help the developing modern
States to perceive and control their population through the collection and analysis of
demographic data, and effectively shaped what it meant to "think like a State" [32]. Due to
extrinsic mandates, CeSci orients the sensemaking activity of its participant researchers
toward specifical technical and pragmatic purposes.

Although the goal of scientific research has largely extended beyond war and
administration, the modern logic of centralization and technical management is largely
continued in contemporary research. The managerial role over the epistemic commons
was granted to modern academic institutions, and complemented their role of supporting
technological development through research on the property of chemicals, mechanical
systems, and the like. These institutions have a core mandate of assisting outside
institutions in their pragmatic endeavors. Their overarching goals are to accumulate
epistemic value in that direction. Influence over research institutions by external
organizations can be direct or indirect. In the first case, it may mean cadres of
administrators exercising direct control over what research objectives should be, what
funding agencies can be or should be approached, and recruiting based on compliance
with external mandates. Indirect influence can be exerted, for example, by external
organizations offering funding based on use of specific language or alignment with
pragmatic research outcomes.

Accordingly, the production of knowledge artifacts, such as journal articles, is
currently enacted according to a hierarchical structure of funding agencies, scientists,
institutions, and publishers. There are in-groups and out-groups, as well as unspoken
rules to obtain funding for and publish results of scientific literature. Moreover, there are
agendas driving all agencies that fund scientific research, which are not necessarily
transparent. Many basic research questions are framed in a way that adheres to these
agendas. For example, researchers trying to characterize a mechanism by which a brain
protein folds will need to emphasize its supposed role in curing Alzheimer's disease, when
in fact any actionable outcome may be unclear or distant from the research [41]. This
situation provides a strong incentive for researchers to leverage the information advantage
they have over administrators to grab their attention by making incredibly grandiose,
possibly dishonest claims on the meaning of their research. Administrators simply lack
time or incentive to check on such claims, and active researchers lack the power to modify
the incentive structure and would risk their job if they refused to follow them.

One aspect of the difficulty in communicating between administrators and active
researchers is related to a discrepancy between the relevant time scales and perspectives
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for their respective activities. Bureaucratic funding agencies (private or governmental)
have specific, long-standing research directives that cannot be modified easily, both
because of long-term commitments and because of the limited time officials have to
understand, evaluate, and integrate feedback. For example, an academic administrator
will tend to lack domain expertise in the details of protein folding, and to lack motivation to
discuss how category theory or information geometry could lead to major scientific
breakthroughs. Administrators are motivated to discuss how the research they manage
contributes to the competitiveness and prestige of the institution they answer to, and why it
is therefore worthy of more funding. They may encourage their employees working on
protein folding to claim in bad faith that their research will solve cancer, to publish a lot of
papers into highly competitive (although not necessarily domain-relevant) journals, or to
collaborate with companies for patents. If, for example, experts on protein folding want to
express the benefits of future conceptual advancements, the importance may not be
conveyed among fellow researchers and administrators due to a lack of common
language, and therefore an inability to make decisions in a framework of mutual
understanding.

Because of this fundamental asymmetry in power, information, and incentives, the
centralizing hierarchical structure of science interferes with the rapid adaptation and
evolution of scientific ideas and the exploration required for this. The need for researchers
to make their ideas and objectives legible from the detached perspective of administrators
conflicts with their ability to develop a context-relevant ontology on the ground and to focus
on actually understanding the target system in front of them, or aiming to understand
phenomena beyond the scope of expected research narratives or outcomes. Centralizing
institutions need to build largely artificial semantic and incentive silos, both as a way to
compete against rival institutions and to measure and control the activity of researchers.
Centralizing institutions organize science around outcomes which are legible and
manageable, generating a specific type of situated and transdisciplinary sensemaking with
certain strengths and weakness.

DeSci: Governing and Utilizing Epistemic Commons
In contrast to the centralizing institutional view presented above, research can be

organized as a decentralized federation of individuals and communities of practice, each
striving to address specific issues in a contextually-relevant way. Such communities, by
definition, lack a direct dependence on any centralizing institutions, or at the very least
such institutions lack the ability to step in and manage their activity. That these
communities do not need to adapt their language or objectives to the expectations of
administrators, does not make their activity intrinsically scientific in nature. However,
decentralization offers specific opportunities to scientific communities by allowing them to
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focus on developing pragmatic solutions to concrete problems and/or purely advancing the
epistemic understanding of the natural world they are focused on, free of centralizing
institutional bias. As decentralized communities of practice lack the coercive power which
defines centralizing institutions, their continued existence relies entirely on the voluntary
participation of their members, and therefore necessitates an institutional structure
facilitating and incentivizing participation. Consequently, and also due to the lack of
semantic silos (see below), decentralized scientific communities will have a strong
incentive to cooperate with each other, to make relevant issues discoverable to wider
sections of the population, to allow participation purely out of voluntary interest, and to
develop unifying languages easing their integration.

The opportunity for knowledge appropriation (via legal enclosure [42] through
intellectual property institutions, as well as siloing via disciplinary boundaries) relates the
development of scientific knowledge to a broader, well-studied category of collective action
problems: the governance of common goods [43]. Common goods (commons) are defined
as resources that are non-excludable (one cannot be forbidden from accessing them). The
potential for misuse or pollution of the commons consequently necessitates governance at
the scale of communities of stakeholders, and regulation needs to follow certain conditions
that were initially formalized in economic sociology [11,12] and recently generalized in
evolutionary theory [44–46].

Roughly, the implementation of governance systems for commons entails:
1. the unambiguous definition of a problem to solve;
2. the construction of a community of stakeholders willing to help solve this problem;
3. the institution of a decision system allowing participation on an equal footing by all

members of the community;
4. agreement on a set of rules (which are interactive and mutable with validity checks

over time), which fairly reward active cooperation within the community;
5. the iteration of (1)-(4) at higher scales where the community as a whole is

confronted with a situation requiring governance.

Thus far, the distinction we have made between Centralized and Decentralized
Science is largely organizational. For example, early European academia emerged from
the clerical legitimation of scholarly "guilds," professional associations similar to
contemporary trade unions or cartels, which effectively restricted who could practice a
certain craft or access a specific kind of knowledge within a certain area (generally a city).
Thus, patterns of sensemaking were immune from any outside oversight, and were
imposed by the community on each and every one of its individual members. Centralizing
institutions can constrain community members with respect to important aspects of their
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intellectual autonomy, and enacted autonomous agency (see Thinking like a State [32] for
a discussion of institutional autonomy). In contrast, decentralization facilitates broad
access to the epistemic commons, for example as in the case of the printing press. When
we highlight the differences between CeSci and DeSci, we aim to frame a discussion on
how specific kinds of organization can facilitate differences in the integration of information
about the world over multiple dynamical scales, and what it means for the broader
scientific community.

Today, digital technologies provide clear opportunities for proponents of DeSci.
They facilitate the widespread diffusion of information with a relatively low entry bar, and
therefore facilitate the voluntary cooperation of multiple communities of practice engaged
in situated sensemaking. This encourages the decentralized adoption of standardized
methodologies and languages, transparency over code and data management, and
willingness to produce information of clear value to outsiders. We see the success of such
a decentralized yet unifying project in Wikipedia, which is beyond any doubt the most
important example of a largely standardized, accessible, and transparent knowledge
system, and is based entirely on voluntary and decentralized cooperation. At the moment,
there is however no appropriate, analogous system to use in the organization of scientific
activity, as an alternative (or complement) to the currently dominant role of centralizing
institutions.

12
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Implementing Decentralized Science in the Web3 Era
Contemporary digital tools have the potential to establish a distributed and

transparent scientific community with open participation, where every participant has root
level access to all knowledge and the rules for its production. Online communities have
seized the opportunity to develop and utilize such digital tools for funding, training,
planning, coordinating, executing, disseminating, and archiving scientific assets and
activities, therefore establishing the blueprint of a Web3 DeSci. There is no defining
characteristic of the whole set of Web3 DeSci tools. Nonetheless, some features
characterize a larger subset of these tools and are worth highlighting.

First, Web3 tools allow for more interactions (including economic transactions)
between economically- and geographically-diverse groups. Second, Web3 tools can
increase the transparency of products, activities, and interactions that are themselves
digital, or that can be represented digitally. Third, Web3 tools allow for the introduction of
novel markets that, in some pockets, might increase decentralization but in others, might
increase centralization. Instead of using general terms to elaborate on each of these
aspects, we hope to demonstrate their reality and significance as we overview more
specific features of and developments toward a Web3 DeSci implementation.

Web3 Terminology
Before heading into some details about the implementation of DeSci (which may

just be one iteration or genre of the infinite game of Science), the reader should be
equipped with familiarity around some basic Web3 terms. Note: the following terms are
just current technological means to building a desired framework, and are presented here
as introductory, not as comprehensive reviews or final answers.

● Web3
● Blockchain
● Smart contract
● Token (fungible and nonfungible)

Web3
First, "Web3" is an imprecise term referring to an ethos that values digital

self-sovereignty and, more important for our purposes, recent developments in
peer-to-peer protocols that service this ethos. Part of the Web3 ethos is to value open
source software and the personal control of one's data and assets [47]. These values have
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influenced and continue to influence the design and adoption of these protocols. Indeed,
the term "Web 3.0" was introduced by Gavin Wood [48], a key figure in the development of
the Ethereum and Polkadot protocols, who proposed Web3 as a "post-Snowden" Web, a
decentralized Web similar to the Web1 of the early internet and in contrast to Web2 where
a small number of centralized agents control people's data, access to websites, and the
web applications that many use every day [49]. Web3 protocols are diverse, but the ones
at the heart of most functional systems are so-called "blockchain" or distributed ledger
technology (DLT) protocols that support complex smart contracts.

Blockchain
Recent developments in peer-to-peer (i.e. decentralized, distributed) protocols,

particularly blockchain protocols such as ones that facilitate Distributed Autonomous
Organizations (DAOs [20,21,50]), are the biggest enablers of a Web3 DeSci
implementation. Without going into detail, a blockchain protocol enables a network of
self-interested, competing computer nodes to agree on the state and immutable history of
a shared ledger. Anyone with an internet connection and enough funds can append the
ledger or verify its integrity, though it is still possible to implement access control with
smart contracts. Blockchains are a natural fit for building currencies, which historically
emerged as an extension to bookkeeping by institutional actors [51], and currency building
in fact constitutes their most widely known application today. However, the principles of
data integrity and access apply just as well to running any record or application that must
be tamperproof. Blockchains can be used to establish ownership of digital assets (e.g.
tokens, datasets, or intellectual property [52]), mediate between pseudonymous actors
(e.g. during peer review), establish decentralized identities used for reputation (e.g. when
applying for grants), prove an actor has done something (e.g. contributed work, stored a
dataset, or run a compute service), and more. For DeSci, blockchains enable actors to
keep track of scientific activity in permissionless systems, and to build systems of
exchange and accounting around any kind of digital information – which includes much of
the products and tools of modern science.

Smart Contract
Blockchains can establish digital records via programs called smart contracts. A

smart contract (in the context of blockchains) is a computer program whose code is
publicly available yet cannot be changed by anyone, is executed on computers across the
blockchain network, and can be invoked (i.e., started) by anyone [53,54]. When the
blockchain's record is updated by a smart contract, the update is verified by the distributed
nodes on the blockchain network. Despite the presence of "contract" in the term, a smart
contract does not refer to a legal contract, though it is still possible to implement certain
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legal agreements in smart contracts, such as the triggering of payments in the case of
predetermined on-chain activity. Not all blockchain protocols support the complex smart
contracts that enable the features listed in the previous paragraph.

Token (Fungible and Non-fungible)
One kind of smart contract is called a token. A token is a digital asset. It can be

bought, sold, or transferred on the blockchain. The implementation of a token in code is
little more than a record of which addresses (i.e., users, loosely speaking) own how many
units of the token. When units of a token are exchanged, the record is updated, not unlike
what happens in a bank's database when two of its customers use the bank to transfer
money to each other. Tokens come in various forms, broadly separable into fungible and
non-fungible (though see [55] for a more complete discussion). A token of the latter form is
often referred to as an NFT (Non-Fungible Token), and may be transferable or
non-transferable. The salient difference between these types of token is in the name; there
are many interchangeable units of any given fungible token, and there is only one unit of
any given non-fungible token. Because it is easy to use tokens to record ownership, they
have been used by DAOs to designate voting rights (similar to shares of stock in a
corporation) or provide proof of participation [56,57]. Tokens have many other use cases
(many of which haven't been invented yet) and have even enabled the emergence of a
discipline known as token engineering [36], which studies the use of tokens to incentivize
certain behaviors within a market.

Decentralized Science (DeSci)
The blockchain technology affords certain advantages over alternative systems in

terms of transparency, decentralization, and tamperless regulation. However, its
development was quite explicitly motivated by the implementation of market mechanisms
at the exclusion of other forms of social organization, and therefore focused heavily on the
implementation of monetary transactions. Multiplicative investments in a monetary
economy supports the emergence of an extremely polarized power law distribution in
wealth, and can (even in the absence of strategic interaction or information asymmetry)
lead to the control of a large proportion of the economy by a few individuals [26]. In reality,
strategic interaction and information asymmetry are ubiquitous, and the power entailed by
the wealth of a few aristocrats gives them the capability to build a population of
dependents and influence the rules of the game to their advantage. A complete
disinvestment of public powers or otherwise democratic institutions from economic
redistribution and regulation would therefore expectedly lead to the development of a
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feudal-like economy, where a few wealthy individuals use their economic leverage to yield
near absolute political power over their fiefdom.

The fundamental vulnerability of marketization-oriented Web3 technologies is
deeply aggravated by preexisting asymmetries in wealth and power. Any token that can be
traded freely (while not pegged to a stable asset) is vulnerable to price instability entailed
by speculative investment, which would make it essentially worthless as a currency (i.e., a
means of holding and exchanging value). On the other hand, any token that is not coupled
in some way to the mainstream economy cannot be used to pay for basic goods such as
food or shelter, and therefore lacks any economic value. Historical currencies were
instituted by States through 3 main leverages: by creating demand through taxation, by
backing their value to some external value holder (generally rare resources such as
precious metals or recognition of debt by institutional actors), and by forcefully crushing
the non-monetary economy and the communal institutions regulating it [51]. None of these
leverages are accessible to decentralizing collectives, at least not without significant State
/ capital backing and an open betrayal of their explicit mandate (see [58] for a general
discussion of value generation and regulation in cryptocurrencies). Although the problem
of monetary value is specific to currencies, marketization entails the ability to create
economic value, or to find a buyer for what you’re trying to sell. For example, if no one is
willing to pay you (in fiat currency, crypto, or some other value) the equivalent of a living
wage for cleaning data, you are not going to make a living cleaning data.

Despite the aforementioned shortcomings, marketization can still play a substantial
role in scientific decentralization. Markets offer an opportunity for large scale economic
integration between peers, and therefore for the basis for an "exodus" from the grasp of
centralizing institutions [59]. For example, tokens could provide an explicit and unfalsifiable
account of traditionally less-visible or rewarded work. However, blockchain-powered
marketization alone cannot provide a sufficient solution for a successful decentralization of
scientific activity. The blockchain only ensures decentralization in the limited sense that it
makes breaking the rules that were written onto the blockchain extremely difficult, without
consideration of the human layer outside of the blockchain. Building DeSci entails a
broader shift toward positive liberty to do science in a decentralized way, i.e. the
empowerment of individuals and collectives to organize scientific activity around
decentralizing values and institutions. This process entails that we pay attention to the
actual dynamics of decentralizing systems, and ensure that individuals and collectives can
effectively enact their formal freedom of collaborative sensemaking.

DAOs, whether enforced by blockchain technology, or more classical means, are
organizations defined by an explicit mandate and specific rules for participation and
decision, and are usually open to anyone willing to accept these constraints. In the extent
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that these rules are reasonably fair, and that individual participants get a say in the
decision system and overall organization, DAOs constitute a natural fit for the
management of commons.

Of course, none of this excludes the value problem discussed above: science
mandates that scientists be paid a living wage while they focus on their work, or otherwise
to have enough time and resources to be able to conduct scientific work. In consequence,
a radical shift to DeSci would likely necessitate broader social reform, such as the
institution of a right to work in the research domain of one's choice, or perhaps a solution
such as Universal Basic Income. Some cryptocurrencies, like the Ğ1 currency [60], try to
build such change from the ground up by distributing a predefined rate of monetary
creation equally between members, and explicitly grounding the networks to social webs
of trust and exchange. But implementing such changes, especially at a global scale and
within a reasonable time frame, would be entirely beyond the ability of contemporary
DeSci communities. In the remainder of the document, we will therefore focus on steps
that DeSci can practically take right now, many of which are related to tokenization and
marketization mechanisms.

DeSci Vision and Open Questions
In our society today, a relatively small number of individuals have full-time careers

in scientific research. Those with family commitments, a significant role in industry, or an
aversion to academic social systems are largely absent from the process of creating and
curating widely-distributed knowledge artifacts using the scientific method.

Can we support and develop communities that train researchers from many diverse
backgrounds and provide opportunities for scientific collaboration, funding, and publication
outside of the narrow constraints of CeSci career trajectories? How can we motivate and
reward productive scientific engagement in this system, where there are less rigid barriers
for who is allowed to conduct research? Can we benefit from neurodiversity and
large-scale harmonization of different perspectives to reach epistemic consensus states
beyond the reach of the narrow confines of what constitutes a "traditional scientific mind,"
or collection of such minds, in our society today? Decentralized communities of practice
focused on research are already self-organizing, and will begin to answer these questions
over the coming decade.
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DeSci Token Engineering
Blockchains and tokens can be used to create incentive mechanisms to promote

desired behavior and punish undesired behavior, and these incentive mechanisms can be
used in DeSci to encourage valuable scientific activity and the creation and maintenance
of epistemic commons. Blockchain and other cryptographic technologies offer tools to
observe, design, and control complex system behavior through the means of token
engineering [61]. The practice of developing systems and mechanisms that utilize tokens
is referred to as "token engineering" [20]. There are many ways to use tokens to facilitate
and incentivize behavior. In Filecoin, for example, a storage node is rewarded tokens for
storing data only if it submits successful cryptographic proofs demonstrating it has stored a
unique copy of the data over a predetermined period of time; the node's collateral is
reduced if it fails such proofs. Token-engineered DeSci systems can be created for
research-specific use cases, for example [62]. Token engineering can also be used
specifically to reward researchers, attribute impact fairly, and establish a value flow for a
scientific ecosystem, a topic which we turn to now.

Were we to model entire communities as a collection of interacting agents which
transact, perform work, and make economic decisions (e.g., investment, staking), this
simulation could provide insight into the effectiveness of the overarching incentive
structure, the resilience of the system to various risks, and the capacity of the organization
for interoperability. We leave this as an opportunity for future study.

Token system engineering might ask questions like:
● How are stakeholders rewarded for meaningful participation?
● What is the value flow? Where does value start/enter? Where does value go/exit?
● What is the value distribution, internal and external to the system of interest?
● How does the system shape patterns of attention?
● What perverse incentives exist by tokenizing (i.e. tying price of token to speculative

trading)?
● How do constraints on action influence system behavior, such as: not allowing the

selling of tokens, not allowing the transfer of tokens, making different token classes
transfer together, etc?

One example of token engineering used for research value allocation is based on
the Ocean Data Marketplace [63], in which a community-funded treasury disburses funds
in the form of fungible tokens to research teams based on criteria defined by the
community. At this point, the research team has full autonomy and is responsible for
efficiently distributing the funds across different researchers. Researchers can spend
tokens in a decentralized knowledge market to gain access to datasets, papers, or any
other scientific work published by other researchers. Tokens spent in this marketplace
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would provide compensation to those who have contributed to the DeSci ecosystem.
Every transaction made in this decentralized knowledge market is facilitated through smart
contracts, which collect transaction fees that are fed back to the community treasury.

At this point, to better grasp the opportunities that Web3 protocols have for
publishing and reviewing in science, we might benefit from a brief look at the protocols
themselves. Affordances for increasing transparency and accessibility are primarily in
decentralized storage networks, such as IPFS and Arweave [64]. IPFS, the InterPlanetary
File System, indexes files with content addressing based on cryptographic hashes. In
practice, this allows two things. First, a file can be stored on any IPFS node in the world
and can still be accessed by anyone who has the file's address. Second, an address can
never correspond to more than one file. These properties mean that any file uploaded to
IPFS is available to anyone with an internet connection (this increases transparency and
accessibility), and that a file cannot be changed without its address also changing (this
increases transparency). Arweave increases transparency and accessibility by providing
permanent and open storage. It does this with a blockchain-inspired data structure called a
blockweave and a proof for the network's consensus mechanism called Proof of Access in
which, to receive a reward, a miner must prove it is storing some randomly determined
previous block of data. There are other storage protocols used to store papers and related
data, but these examples sufficiently illustrate the common benefits of these systems.

The discussion on science token engineering leads to a natural question: what are
the limits of decentralized science? Alternative value flows designed by the practice of
token engineering assume new laws are enforced by digital contracts deployed on a
transparent blockchain. As such, their ability to enforce particular actions outside the
digital world become very limited. In its current form, DeSci is constrained by the
affordances available to digital entities; hence the scope of scientific outputs is also
constrained to research that has digital elements.

DeSci Research
Currently, most active DeSci projects primarily focus on building the infrastructure

necessary to allow the dynamics described above, while only a fraction use their
resources on research (as of 2022 a non-exhaustive list of the DAOs and groups
mentioned is available here, building on [65]). Examples of research-focused DAOs
include VitaDAO and Molecule which, at the time of writing, have funded active projects in
longevity research. Other active groups include the Governance Research Institute,
Governauts, and Metagov DAO, researching governance, smart contracts, and other
aspects of coordination in the Web3 space, all of which are closely related to the
development of the DeSci infrastructure. As such, there is no clear distinction between
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infrastructure research and development at this time. Furthermore, many DeSci DAOs
have a clear vision of the type of research they want to conduct, but are currently in the
process of getting funding or curating an initial community of active contributors. In DAOs
as in other communities of practice, groups organize around specific problems or
questions. Groups define rules for their participation, and coordinate with each other to
define and solve meta-problems - such as the development of standard tools or a common
language or unifying framework which facilitates progress within each community.

There are many open questions relating to creating and sustaining impactful
communities of practice in a Web3 DeSci setting. Technological changes to the process of
science in DeSci may be exciting and impactful, but cannot circumvent the fundamental
challenge of carrying out high-quality research. Even with hypothetically-successful
systems in place for proposing projects, knowledge management, financial support, and
decentralized publishing, individual researchers must still be motivated, committed, and
engaged to produce useful work. Creating and sustaining impactful DeSci communities is
challenged by the scale of information available for review or meta-analysis projects, the
size of the design space of possible experiments, the multiple individual ways of working,
and the difficulty in producing quality research. Without long-term mentorship, training, and
support for scientists at all career stages, it is difficult to imagine that merely increasing the
extent or type of system decentralization would result in a successful scientific ecosystem.

DeSci Publishing and Review
DeSci seeks to use Web3 tools to improve the transparency and incentives within

academic publishing and to improve the accessibility of published products. Efforts in
DeSci around publishing are, in most cases, responding to the occasionally-misaligned
incentives within current academic publishing, such as the lack of incentive for reviewers
to provide unbiased and quality reviews, the incentive for journals to publish
revenue-generating papers (even at the expense of rejecting epistemically-profitable, but
less monetarily-profitable, research), the disincentive to share negative results, etc. [66].
With respect to transparency and incentives, Web3 DeSci projects are experimenting with
using tokens (i.e. cryptocurrencies), markets, reputation metrics, and forum-like platforms.
Increasing accessibility involves using decentralized storage networks to store published
products (e.g. papers, reviews, datasets, code). This section hints at the direction of a
DeSci approach to publishing and peer review with a discussion of current DeSci projects
dealing with academic publishing and how blockchain-based technologies could potentially
fit into the picture.
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Since 2017, a number of authors have proposed blockchain-based systems for
peer review [39,67–72]. Various works such as [39,71], [72] and [70] propose the use of
blockchains to make the peer review process transparent and incentivize good behavior
through reputation points recorded on the blockchain, though they differ in details, with
[39,71] and [70] focusing on the entire pipeline even including publication. Below, we
discuss several of these systems.

Avital [68] focuses on the motivation for a blockchain-based peer review market,
where authors passively or actively seek reviewers, and all participants interact through
smart contracts on blockchains. Ants-Review builds on this idea of a blockchain-based
peer review market [67] and outlines an implementation that uses Ethereum [73] and the
InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) [37,38]. In Ants-Review [67], an issuer (i.e. author)
creates an AntReview for a paper. The AntReview specifies the paper's issuers, file
address (on IPFS), requirements, deadline, and approver. The approver is responsible for
approving and paying reviewers (using the funds of the AntReview) for their reviews. A
reviewer submits a review by uploading it to IPFS and sending the review's IPFS address
to the AntReview for the approver's assessment. Anyone can add funds to an AntReview.
These funds can be distributed only by the approver and can be sent only to reviewers. If
the funds aren’t spent before the review's deadline, those who contributed funds are
refunded. Note that, in AntsReview, all parties are pseudonymous, associated only with
their Ethereum addresses, and that the use of IPFS and Ethereum means everything is
open access.

With Reddit-like features for curating, discussing, and incentivizing research,
ResearchHub [70] is an even further departure from the current peer review and
publishing system. Its users can upload, comment on, summarize, upvote, and downvote
papers and posts. Users are rewarded RSC, an Ethereum-based token, for these
activities. Papers and posts are aggregated within "Hubs" which function like journals or
subreddits. Allowing ideas to circulate in the open, ResearchHub shuns the traditional peer
review model of waiting until a paper is mostly or entirely finished before having a small
number of reviewers comment on it. ResearchHub relies on the community and the
incentives created by the RSC token to create a system in which the better a post or paper
is, the more it is seen and its author(s) rewarded. ResearchHub also plans to create a
feature allowing researchers to raise funds from others in RSC. The platform differs from
other projects in the DeSci space in that it does not currently rely much on peer-to-peer,
Web3 protocols, such as Ethereum and IPFS.
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DeSci Funding and Finances
A more traditional method of funding a DeSci research project is through grant

applications. In this case, the process starts with a research investigator submitting a
proposal for a particular research endeavor, which is reviewed by the individuals or
funding agencies who allocate the awards based on their own criteria determining merit. In
the case of DeSci and DAO-based organizations, funding can be provided to the DAO
within their internally-defined structures and further distributed within the DAO in order to
fulfill the initiative of the grant. Alternatively, stakeholders or investors may provide funding
due to their initially genuine research interest or other incentives, and ultimately become
detached from the original research motive, thus allowing the DAO to distribute resources
to fulfill emergent agendas.

One alternative approach for funding DeSci is the creation and maintenance of
markets for projects (bounties) or the outcomes of projects such as data or intellectual
property. When an organization/individual is interested in conducting research based on
interests, a systematically-managed decentralized exchange for task performance can
play a pivotal role. The marketplace could have research proposals by organizations,
individuals, and researchers as well. A base level requirement for any market-supported
project would be to produce some monetary or other form of value investors agree on. Key
to supporting a synergetic researcher-investor dynamic would be finding an alignment
across multiple aspects of the project such as focus, constraints, cost, and timelines. The
machine learning platform Kaggle implements methods similar to this, where only
researchers that perform best according to the project-defined metrics are rewarded.

Once a project has begun, it can benefit from mutual researcher-investor direction
and redirection. Regulation of such direction is imperative; DeSci could build on top of
existing blockchain infrastructure with a few modifications. For instance, a structure known
as a DAICO (DAO+ICO [74]) proposes to lock all the proceeds of an ICO (Initial Coin
Offering) into a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) smart contract and put the
governance over that DAO in the hands of the investors. This locking needs to be
consensual from both ends and needs to be recalibrated as projects change. A roadmap
with the specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound targets can be agreed
upon; the investor gets the required output and the researchers get a well-defined source
of funding. Other than direct funding, people interested in the project can involve
themselves actively with participation, or more passively by forming a support network  or
keeping a watchful eye on the project. An example of this passive or implicit contribution
type could be building a community with social outlets such as newsletters and citation
value networks, or using online measures of stigmergic attention [75]. These communities
can contribute collectively in terms of contributions to reduce the reliance on initial major
investors and even foster the project in the case that investors pull out, hence
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decentralizing the investor influence. One particular project in this regard, Science Fund
[76] (Figure 1), allows donors to contribute to science funding pools opened for a specific
topic with an amount of their choosing. In return, donors receive a NFT receipt (a "Science
Funding Token", or SFT).

Figure 1. Dynamic research funding model of Science Fund [76].

These mechanics allow for the following affordances:
● Curated Funding Pools: Each donation is added to a chosen funding pool.

Researchers can apply through an open protocol with their track record from
already-published groundwork. As new results emerge from the funded work, the
NFT’s metadata is updated.

● Impact Tracing: Donors have a much more significant participation and visibility
into the projects they helped fund. Their SFTs are a personal key to unlock a
continuously-evolving experience data trail about their donation’s impact.

● Future Participation: The NFT receipts become the key to future interactions with
the scientists they supported, with evolving forms of participatory governance in the
field(s) they contributed to.

● Funding allocation: When researchers apply to one of the topic-specific funding
pools, they are not coerced to reveal all their invaluable insight upfront. They simply
need to share their most influential scientific work (any already-published scientific
artifact they created, such as a publication, preprint, or dataset) to a given pool.
Selected scientists' works then form the basis of a growing evidence trail that is
matched to the donor's minted NFT. The NFT receipts become the key to future
interactions among scientists and donors, and open a universe of endless new
possibilities of mutual exchange and collaboration.
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DeSci Data and Knowledge Markets
Web3 tools enable markets for data storage and compute services that could be

used by DeSci advocates to develop a "knowledge market” or decentralized data
commons [77]. Agents in this potential market exchange data and other services such as
data analysis and model training. Note that, because of their digital nature, such markets
welcome opportunities to integrate human and machine agents, allowing for a significant
increase in automation. While the base layer here is a data marketplace, it is plausible that
future developments could emerge layered on top of this, due to the incentives and
informational integrity provided by the market. This section covers the base layer of a data
marketplace and how it encourages certain beneficial developments. In particular, data
marketplaces have the potential to facilitate data archival, interoperable data standards,
data discoverability, and increased automation, and they provide an easier way for industry
to build on and fund work in academia.

The base layer of a DeSci knowledge market is first a data market. Multiple
blockchain-based data marketplaces have emerged [78–80] since the Ethereum mainnet
launch in 2015 [73]. Blockchains provide a number of benefits over traditional data
markets, principally the ability to create datatokens, a construct pioneered by Ocean [78].
A data token is, just like any other blockchain token, a digital asset. However, unlike
regular tokens, datatokens can be used to access data services. Consuming a data
service involves either being sent the associated dataset or having the data provider run a
compute job on the dataset. This datatoken construct is significant because it allows data
services to be purchased on decentralized (blockchain-based) markets. Anyone can
publish a dataset as a type of token, and anyone with sufficient funds can purchase one
such token to consume the data service. The datatoken construct is even more valuable
within the context of another mechanism developed by Ocean, namely, one that
incentivizes the curation of quality data: Users can lock-up funds to signal support for a
particular token (called staking) and earn a portion of the transaction fees associated with
purchases of the token. Rational actors will seek out and stake on high quality datasets to
receive a higher portion of the total fees, thereby curating quality data.

While this base layer is only a curated data market, it indirectly incentivizes the
development of additional components relevant to a DeSci knowledge market, such as an
increase in archival of scientific data. With a marketplace, data collectors have the
opportunity to be financially rewarded and otherwise recognized for simply storing and
selling their data. With the transparency of blockchain-based markets, it would be easy to
keep track of how many times a researcher's or lab's datasets have been requested,
allowing for the emergence of reputational metrics associated with data. It has been
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observed that currently, "there is little incentive to invest time in archiving or repackaging
data sets" because "investing time in a project beyond its usefulness for publication is
counterproductive, given the high expectations for producing research publications" [81].
Filling this incentive gap, a data marketplace could provide another avenue of being
rewarded and recognized for the valuable contribution of collecting quality data, and could
therefore lead to increased data archival and availability.

Interoperable data standards are incentivized by a data market. The benefits of
interoperable data standards can be seen in, for example, the neuroscience community,
with its adoption of BIDS, "a standard for organizing and describing MRI datasets" [82].
This standard allows neuroscientists to more effectively collaborate within and across labs.
It has reduced the amount of time they spend reorganizing datasets, leaving them more
time for downstream scientific work such as data analysis. In a data marketplace, where
data suppliers are in competition and where the data users prefer certain formats over
others, the data suppliers can be relied upon to provide data in those preferred formats,
given sufficient competition. Even if a dataset is originally published in an esoteric data
structure, someone can profit by purchasing it, organizing it into a known format, and
reselling it. In a market where data purchasers may buy data from varied sources to
improve their models, they are likely to seek out datasets that are compatible with each
other. That is, they will seek out data structured in interoperable formats. The result is a
data marketplace in which suppliers are actively organizing data to suit the needs of
purchasers, converging on interoperable data formats.

Another potential emergent benefit of the data marketplace is increased data
discoverability. Currently, finding scientific data is cumbersome [83]. Researchers often
rely on social connections and fragmented data repositories. A data marketplace helps to
address this issue through the competition between data suppliers who can gain from
increasing the discoverability of their data. The more discoverable a dataset is, the more
likely it is to be purchased. Data suppliers can increase discoverability by, for example,
adding relevant tags and other metadata. Tags can help data search engines sort
datasets. Metadata might even include a cryptographic signature from the researcher(s)
who collected the data, attesting to the source and quality of the data. Additional
organization and discoverability of datasets might come in the form of a knowledge graph,
in which datasets can be related to each other, to researchers, to papers, to code that has
been used to analyze it, etc. Note again that the data marketplace can be read and
operated on by both humans and machines; much of the sorting of datasets in the
marketplace might be done by automatons created by data suppliers. In the end, the
suppliers within a data marketplace have a strong incentive to make their datasets easy to
find, so they will likely adopt whatever methods best accomplish this.
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Moreover, a data marketplace where data are curated, highly available, structured
in known and interoperable formats, meaningfully-tagged, and discoverable, provides
good conditions for an increase in automated scientific discovery and, more specifically,
better conditions for meeting the Nobel Turing Challenge introduced by Hiroaki Kitano [84]
and further refined by The Alan Turing Institute [85]. This challenge involves creating "AI
systems capable of making Nobel-quality scientific discoveries highly autonomously at a
level comparable, and possibly superior, to the best human scientists by 2050" [85].
Smaller challenges within this grand challenge include ensuring data are shared, linked,
and machine-readable. The data marketplace described above could help address these
and possibly other challenges, such as simply financially-incentivizing researchers to
make their valuable datasets available to all scientists.

Finally, a data marketplace affords profitable interactions between academic labs
and organizations in industry. Labs can sell data to companies that have AI expertise but
may  not have the expertise or equipment needed to collect training data. This not only
allows companies to more easily find and use scientific data, but by buying such data,
companies would also be funding the scientists who collected it. This opens up a market in
which data with both epistemic and pragmatic value can be easily priced and discovered.
It also makes it easier for companies and the economy at large to communicate their
practical data needs to researchers; this could enhance the current system in which a
study's perceived pragmatic value is only a function of how well its value is communicated
through a grant proposal. A data marketplace could lead to a greater flow of information
among academic and non-academic (e.g. citizen, government, non-profit, profit-oriented)
organizations, with respect to the value of various kinds of data, allowing easier and
potentially better funding of data with pragmatic value (though these benefits of funding
may not extend to data which has only epistemic value). A well-designed data marketplace
enables fair price discovery of digital knowledge assets and encourages productive
applications of meticulously-collected, high-quality scientific datasets outside of basic
research, boosting research applicability and downstream innovation.

Teamwork Modeling with Systems Engineering
To decrease the complexity and uncertainty that individuals face collaborating within

large-scale DeSci projects, it is useful to introduce the systems engineering approach
[23,86]. For better communication and team attention management, it is important to have
consensus on the team objectives, project lifecycle management, practices in use, and
metrics for tracking the performance and relevant behavior of all team members. Targets
and goals of the projects are set by the needs of external stakeholders and individuals
fulfilling specific project roles. Governance for decisions, assignments, and resources are
based on unequivocal agreement according to the team members’ affiliation and authority
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to manage each other's labor. We consider such a group of individuals as an organization
or organizational unit in the case of specific tasks to resolve.

Akin to the use of systems engineering in the building of complex infrastructure
(e.g. bridges, planes), we propose that people involved in DeSci projects document the
roles involved in these team dynamics, as well as their concerns and preferences. This
allows DeSci activity to be structured according to an established lifecycle with needed
practices [87,88]. Here, we are not concerned with the domain-specific practices of a
project lifecycle, but with general practices that are relevant for DeSci development, such
as social modeling, economics, governance, and development in a broad sense. During
any DeSci project, we can associate a human or other entities as actors who are fulfilling
the roles that need to be performed. These entities fulfilling project roles engage in
practices that entail completing tasks or cases. All the relevant objects and open cases
must be resolved during the project for it to be a success (for instance, knowledge artifact
production or fundraising). These cases need to be documented with reference to the
roles, processes, practices, and actions required for successfully achieving the target goal.
This case/issue tracker functionality is an attention management tool for the people
involved in the project. This process allows for productive, auditable, and coherent work on
projects.

Like CeSci, DeSci faces challenges and failure modes across multiple domains,
some of which were briefly described above. At this incipient and formative stage, what
may provide utility for DeSci would be a useful unifying framework to allow for system
conceptualization, design, and implementation. In the following sections, we describe a
possible starting point for the integration of DeSci and CeSci systems, through the
combined application of Active Inference and systems engineering [23].
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Active Inference, Systems Engineering, and Science
In this section we justify the use of Active Inference in systems modeling, introduce

an entity description for science modeling consistent with Active Inference and Systems
Engineering models, and revisit patterns in CeSci and DeSci.

What is Active Inference?
Active Inference is a framework for the integrated modeling of entity perception,

cognition, action, and impact in the environment. Active Inference draws upon the
formalism of the free energy principle, which provides a single statistical imperative
underpinning the assembly of organic and inorganic matter: the minimization of
informational free energy [89–91]. This principle applies to systems at every scale. The
process of free energy minimization has been positioned as the driver of autopoietic
processes in living systems ranging from cells to cities [92,93]. Its core meaning is that it
allows a goal-oriented, agentic account of self-organization across scales [90]. The
minimisation of free energy at the system's scale entails the minimisation of variational
free energy for each of its constituting particles, which can be interpreted as the
optimisation of a Bayesian model describing the particle's structure (more specifically, the
difference between model Complexity and Accuracy) [94]. Because of this
correspondence, we can claim that entities aggregate in virtue of reducing their uncertainty
about future sensory and active states [95,96].

The related framework of Active Inference leverages this formalism to model one or
multiple interacting entities as involved in continual perception and action angled towards
reducing the expected uncertainty about their perceptual flow and action selection [97,98].
They can do so either by altering internal states so as to infer the causes of sensory
states, or by altering external states so as to cause expected states. Both processes
participate in a common control architecture based on predictive processing, which can be
interpreted as a hierarchy of "algorithms" matching input to output over nested time scales
[99]. In this hierarchical model, previously-acquired beliefs about controlling behavior in
different contexts are internally encoded, and result in adaptive arbitration between
epistemic and pragmatic value choices (i.e. exploration vs exploitation, [100]). Thus, the
framework of Active Inference allows us to model the observations, beliefs, and
predictions (i.e. expected states) of agents as statistical dependencies, or Bayesian
probability distributions.
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Much of the focus in the Active Inference literature has been on organisms,
especially in the context of human behavioral neuroscience [101]. However, Active
Inference has also been applied to various other informational and cyberphysical settings
such as human communication [102], remote teams [23], human conflict [103], trust
interactions with robotics [104], and social media discourse [26]. Here we apply Active
Inference and Systems Engineering to the case of modeling centralized and decentralized
science.

Active Inference and Science
Evidence of collective intelligence, understood as the capability of human societies

to solve problems, surrounds us. In most cases, it is instantiated in cultural artifacts or
cognitive gadgets [105] that follow from a process of cumulative cultural evolution dating
from the branching of the Homo genus [106,107]. We are surrounded by living fossils of
this cumulative process, from smartphones to hospitals, from net fishing to general
agreements about the recognition of private property. Our capability to understand and
navigate the world does not simply follow from information in our minds, but it is (to some
extent) entailed by the very structure of the ecological niche and the social constraints that
shape our behavior. This means that entities are, to some extent, autonomous or
displaying agency regarding their own cognition [32]. Entities engaged in Science as a
cognitive endeavor are no exception.

Like other instances of collective intelligence involving stigmergy (collective
behavior mediated through modification of a shared niche) [108,109], Science is a
cumulative endeavor that relies on previously-acquired beliefs and established
communities of practice. Scientists and other cognitive entities perceive stigmergic cues
from the niche (including epistemic resources, as well as other social entities), update their
cognitive models (learning), and act to modify the niche in the form of research outputs
(Figure 2). As scientists follow new leads or choose to ignore them, communities coalesce
and disperse, and scientific theories are created, developed, and maintained or forgotten.
Frequently, scientific endeavors are undertaken with multiple, potentially competing, goals
in mind. For example, scientists may work with an aim to achieve some or all of the
following outcomes: earn a paycheck, improve their reputation, improve the reputation of
their company or institution, conduct empirical research without bias, solve a particular
problem, or discover something novel, simple, or beautiful.
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Figure 2. Two active entities interacting via their shared epistemic niche. For more
detail on the entity perception-cognition-action loop in Active Inference, and the Markov
Blanket formalism comprising the partition shown here, see [90].

Active Inference is relevant for model-based understanding of scientific systems
because it offers a composable multiscale ontology and an integrative framework for entity
and system behavior [93,110]. Thus the usage of Active Inference can help us understand
the entanglement of multiple processes occurring at nested scales of behavior during
scientific research. In Active Inference, actions across scales are modeled as a systematic
attempt by cognitive entities (i.e. scientists and institutions) to reduce uncertainty about
aligning their future perceptions with their preferences, so as to ensure their persistence of
their defining organization. For example, the development of administrative systems and
agriculture was described within Active Inference formalism as a product of City-States’
attempt to understand and control their reality [32], analogously to the process of
morphogenesis as a process of cells manifesting a body plan which reduces their
uncertainty about their cellular niche [95].

Importantly, the Active Inference account is not limited to conservative
(homeostatic) behavior, but also to more complex phenomena such as memory,
anticipation, abductive logic, and autopoiesis. For example, Active Inference has been
used to model the systematic alteration of one’s niche [99,111,112], as well as the creation
of new tools and their incorporation into one’s cognitive identity [95]. Therefore, it very
much provides grip on innovation, by contextualizing subjective systems of meaning in
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relationship to the concrete (biological and sociocultural) organizations which underlie
cognition [113].

In the context of action selection related to research (e.g. experimental design,
decisions about scientific communication, acquiring funding), Active Inference provides a
division between two kinds of motivation in research: epistemic value (informational gain
related to e.g. new research findings or knowledge) and pragmatic value (reward
associated with increases in wealth, longevity, or status). Any innovation in institutional or
cognitive processes will affect the broader system both epistemically, by defining the social
norms which entail scientific activity, its cognitive underpinnings, and the kind of cues and
actions scientific activity involves; as well as pragmatically, by reinforcing the specific
behaviors which help the relevant (institutional or human) agent to reduce (subjective)
uncertainty about future sensorimotor states. When viewed through this lens, the scientific
process balances action selection based upon the both epistemic and pragmatic value,
and this process plays out across multiple scales of nested organization. For example, at
different stages of their day/career, the individual human researcher prioritizes more
exploratory/learning activities, while at other times prioritizes more exploitative/productive
activities. At the scale of an individual, institution, or even scientific field, the epistemic
activities are reflected by basic research, while the pragmatic activities can be considered
as translational or application-oriented research, or engineering.

As metascience and sociology of science typically focus on the motivations and
systems of incentive on the scale of individuals and institutions, we consider the multiscale
nature of Active Inference to provide a relevant angle for future research. This work
reflects early steps towards leveraging this framework into a more detailed understanding
of how scientific entities interact, and how contemporary changes associated with the
challenges and opportunities of DeSci could improve on the status quo.

Active Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS)
Here we describe the attributes and structural basis of a descriptive entity-oriented

ontology for Science, consistent with the principles of Active Inference and Systems
Engineering previously described. This project has the working title and acronym Active
Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS). Previously, among many other use cases, ontologies
have been used for schematic mapping of cryptographic systems and knowledge
ecosystems [114]. Additionally, approaches for complex systems modeling based upon
entities and their affordances have precedence in economics [115] and other areas. We
build on this work to create a useful and versionable resource which stands to be
developed and extended by researchers and practitioners in the coming years. This work
is meant to be a starting point for the construction of active entity-oriented ontologies of
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science. See coda.io/@active-inference-institute/active-entity-ontology-for-science-aeos
for an interactive site that provides an updated version of AEOS.

Table 1 below provides example entity interaction motifs for CeSci and DeSci
ecosystem models. These motifs are presented as initial drafts on the specification and
visualization of subsystems/modules that are important for larger networks of interacting
entities.

Area of Concern Example CeSci Motif Example DeSci Motif

Funding Team Publishes Knowledge Artifact (Grant),
then Requests Funding From Funding
Agency, which Scientifically Assess the
Grant.

Funding Agency Provides Opportunity for
Researcher, Provides Constraints for
Researcher, and Sends Fungible Asset to
the Team

Team Publishes Knowledge Artifact
(Grant), then Requests Funding From a
DAO which Scientifically Assesses the
Grant

The DAO Engages in governance
regarding the Grant and Sends Fungible
Asset to the Team

Communication Academic University Communicates
Asynchronously To Lab via Computer
System

Human Communicates Asynchronously
or Synchronously To Human via the
Computer System

Cryptographic
Relationship

Research investigator uses Cryptographic
Identity on Computer System to Provides
Funding To Team and Provides Updates to
Funder like Research Agency (Government)

Research investigator Team transfers
Intellectual Property as Non-Fungible
Asset to a DAO Cryptographic Identity
that is a Smart Contract .

Scientific
Review

A Research investigator Sends Fungible
Asset to Journal/Publisher to Publish
Knowledge Artifact like a Paper. The
Journal/Publisher Requests Scientific
Review from other Research investigators

After Publishing a preprint Paper, the
Research investigator receives a
Fungible Asset as a function of the use of
the Knowledge Artifact

Research &
Analysis

Research investigators in Lab Team
Creates, Scientifically Assesses, then
Publishes Knowledge Artifact

Research investigators in DAO
Community of Practice Creates,
Scientifically Assesses, then Publishes
Knowledge Artifact

Publishing After Scientific Review, a Research
investigator Publishes Knowledge Artifact at
Journal/Publisher.

A Research investigator Publishes
Knowledge Artifact like a Paper on a
DAO-produced knowledge market.
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Table 1. Some example motifs of Research and Funding in CeSci (Centralized Science)
and DeSci (Decentralized Science). See the AEOS site for an interactive version of this
Table, where all entities and affordances can be unpacked and explored. Capitalized
words are AEOS terms.

AEOS Entity partitioning
In accordance with the theory of Active Inference, any AEOS entity consists of 3

kinds of states that are partitioned off from the entity’s environment: Internal states (states
inside the entity that are hidden from the outside, for example those involved in cognition),
Sense states (incoming statistical dependencies), and Active states (outgoing statistical
dependencies). Together these three states (Internal, Active, and Sense) constitute the
"particular" or autonomous states of the entity [94]. One of the advantages of Active
Inference as an integrative framework is this: used instrumentally, it can model various
phenomena and ensembles across scales from the quantum [116] to the social and
planetary [117,118], including heterogeneous types of entities which enact the scientific
ecosystems of today and tomorrow.

Using the Markov blanket partitioning of variables on a Bayesian graph: Entities
consist of specified Internal states, reflecting the (observer's model of) the Entity's
generative model of perception, cognition, and action. External states are those that are
inferred or acted on by Entities. Internal states are partitioned from external states via a
Markov blanket, which is further divided into nodes with incoming statistical dependencies
(Sense states) and outgoing statistical dependencies (Action states) [90,93,94]. Active
states are reached via an internal process of policy selection, which incorporates
information about what affordances (capacities for action) exist and the preferences that
the entities would like to reduce uncertainty about the realization of (for example a
homeostatic preference for comfortable temperatures).

Entity models of this type have advantages in that they can be compared across
entity types and environmental surroundings [111], and enable variational Bayesian
inference and message passing algorithms [119]. In this case of online DeSci, a type of
digital message passage algorithm is occurring on a bipartite graph composed of active
and informational entities in the AEOS. This may be represented as a factor graph (a
mathematical formalism that enables computation on large Bayesian models), which
presents developers with an interesting avenue for future research and application
[119–121].
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AEOS Entity Classes and Types
The fundamental object or kind of thing in the AEOS is the Active Entity, which in

online settings is almost always interacting with Informational Entities [23]. Drawing upon
the Active Inference framing of a system, this entity is a system of interest that is
partitioned from its niche surroundings based upon its capacity for persistence, thus
making it a "thing" [122,123].

In AEOS, there are two Classes of Entity (Figure 3): Active epistemic entities (which
select action policies and enact affordances), and Informational entities (which contain
information and are acted upon). There are multiple Entity Types within each Class. In the
digital/online setting, Active Entities are always intermediated by Informational entities
(e.g. People can talk online through modification of a shared epistemic niche reflected by a
computer system). Informational entities are always intermediated by Active entities (e.g.
two databases can only communicate with each other through a computer system). The
distinction between "Adaptive" and "Mere" Active Inference entities (e.g. those that engage
sentiently and adaptively in the world) in introduced in [124].

Figure 3. Entity Classes in Active Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS). Active
Entities (blue boxes) are any kind of organization with agency at any scale, for example
humans, teams, organizations, institutions, and DAOs. Informational Entities (orange
circle) is any type of computational data or epistemic resource, for example a dataset,
grant, article, or fungible/non-fungible asset.
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Both classes of entities (Active and Informational) inherit the same type of Active
Inference partitioning scheme described above. See the AEOS site for an updated list of
the diverse types of entities currently modeled. Some examples of Active entities in AEOS
include Human, Computer System, Organization, Team, DAO, Academic University, and
Community. Of special note are the Organizational entities, composed of groups of
humans, computer systems, or other organizations (e.g. a university made up of
departments, made up of labs, made up of people), along with their informational
resources. As with any other Active Entity, Organizational entities engage in outgoing
actions from a set of discrete or continuous options (affordances), and also can be the
recipient/target of action from other entities.

Entities of the Informational class are those which are being modeled for their
informational content, and are solely acted upon. Some types of Informational entities may
also display agentic qualities when used by Organizational and Computer System entities,
for example a software program. The Informational entities are used as epistemic
resources in the niche of other Agent-class entities. Some examples of Informational
entities in AEOS include Knowledge Artifact, Fungible Asset, Non-Fungible Asset,
Dataset, Metadata, Paper, Intellectual Property, Code, Grant, and Blockchain.

AEOS Policy Selection, Areas of Concern, and Roles
Active entities engage in policy selection based upon their internal generative

model (Figure 4). The behavioral policies that active entities enact are selected from a set
of agent-specific possible action sequences for that entity: their affordances. In AEOS, the
affordances are determined by the type of entity, its roles, and its context – for example a
human entity with administrator role may have the affordance to modify a digital file in a
certain situation. The specific affordances that an entity engages in, in a specific setting,
reflect the role (formal/assigned or informal) that the entity has (Figure 5). This role-based
approach towards organization draws on Systems Engineering [23], and allows the
flexibility to both describe current systems as well as design new systems. For example if
a human is providing grant funding to a team, that human entity has the role "Funding
provider". With respect to the affordance of providing funding to a research team, this role
could also have been fulfilled by a funding agency or a DAO.
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Figure 4. Active entity action selection. Using the Active Inference partitioning
[101,123], the Active Entity at top left can be modeled as having incoming Sense States
and outgoing Action States which interact in an affordance-based fashion with the niche.
The internal generative model of the entity, here modeled as a partially observable Markov
Decision Process, describes the process of action selection given an incoming stream of
observations.

Figure 5. Entity Roles and Role Based Access Control (RBAC). Each Entity has
Affordances (capacities for action) and can have Roles in the organizational context
(assigned performances to be done) In the online context, all Active entities are
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intermediated by computer systems, and implicitly informational entities (shared epistemic
niche).

Below in Figure 6-8 are several initial graphical examples of applications of the
AEOS. The natural language sentences at the bottom of each image reflect CeSci and
DeSci motifs to be found within each Area of Concern (Communication, Scientific Review,
Funding). Words in blue reflect AEOS entities and active relationships (affordances) that
link the entities. These examples show the capacity of AEOS to model various key motifs
and patterns found in both CeSci and DeSci systems. One possible advantage of a
system such as AEOS is that scientific motifs can be described in natural language, have
an interactive visual representation, and also provide an avenue for formal modeling.

 

Figure 6. Example motifs of Funding in CeSci (left) and DeSci (right). Blue boxes
are Active Entities in AEOS, orange circles are Informational Entities. In this example, the
initial timestep t=1 is noted on the top of each side, and the following timestep t=2 is
below.
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Figure 7. Example motifs of Communication in CeSci (left) and DeSci (right).

Figure 8. Example motifs of Scientific Review in CeSci (left) and DeSci (right).
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BOLTS of the CeSci to DeSci Integration
The difficulties of successful implementation of novel systems, even where they are

simple or viable to be implemented in parallel rather than as replacements to extant
systems, lend themselves to underestimation. Successful, ubiquitous systems often feel
obvious in terms of their value proposition and their reasons for adoption. For example, the
product "bar code" would appear to be ubiquitous and obvious in terms of its benefits, but
despite its conception in the mid-20th Century, by 2004 only around 80 to 90% of the
United States’ top 500 companies had adopted them [125]. In terms of its roughly 50-year
climb to this broad adoption, it took a quarter of a Century just to find adoption within a
single market segment after a small collection of large institutions began courting potential
standards [125,126]. The difficulties of implementation, adoption, and integration of novel
systems relevant to our purposes can be summarized through a qualitative use of the
Active Inference Conflict Model, which helps to frame conflict across business, operations,
legal, technical, and social (BOLTS) surfaces, especially where it relates to information
differentials [103]. Below, the bar code is used as an example that characterizes how the
BOLTS surfaces below apply to complex patterns of adoption and operation:

● Business. Integration with and replacement of extant receipt and payment
systems, few of which would have been compatible with any bar code standard,
represented a significant difficulty. Additionally there are the financial and
non-financial costs of barcode adoption that an organization would have to
consider.

● Operations. Integration with and replacement of extant inventory systems, few of
which would have been compatible with any bar code standard, represented a
significant difficulty.

● Legal. For some products, technical standards and instantiations of product IDs
would have to map to regulatory compliance systems, contracts, and be available
for use in advanced records systems.

● Technical. While the idea of the bar code was conceived in the mid-20th Century, it
took decades to confirm widely adopted standards. Adoption at any given point in
the climb to broad adoption meant the risk of implementing a pattern that might
become obsolete.

● Social. People didn’t necessarily trust machines, and were concerned with the
potential for pricing errors at the time-of-scan. Companies were also concerned with
how bar-codes would affect the shelf-appeal and artistic design of products.

This “bar code” example helps to illustrate how the implementation, adoption, and
integration of new systems is roughly proportionate with the abstract and real integration
conflicts with extant systems. While modern, shared technological infrastructure has
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allowed for more expedient implementation of new systems, conflicts across BOLTS
surfaces still exist and may be greatly exacerbated when systems are intended to be used
by institutions and organizations, which have their own formally-defined BOLTS protocols,
in addition to individuals where BOLTS protocols are likely to be encoded in norms, habits,
and narratives [103].

While DeSci may be implemented in parallel to CeSci, the overwhelming majority of
research funding is channeled through large organizations, foundations, and especially
government agencies. Each of these and their respective channels are beholden to a
complex, complicated, and interconnected web of BOLTS standards, norms, and controls,
which are a struggle to navigate. While it is tempting to make do with what funds might be
available, a bridge between CeSci and DeSci is not just about access to funds at scale but
also about access to tangible resources, influence on institutional funding and agendas,
and ease of collaboration within and among organizations and individuals. In addition,
solving conflicts relevant to a DeSci-CeSci bridge may lead to greater accountability,
reliability, and impact of DeSci information products, and therefore improve the ability for
potential investors to trust in the new marketplace of ideas, in terms of epistemic
commons. Areas of tension and interoperation between DeSci and CeSci are summarized
through the lens of BOLTS surfaces below:

Business
While government research agencies and non-government research organizations

are not operating under the return on investment model found in for-profit businesses, they
still consider the dollar cost of impact, opportunity costs, and likelihood of impact.
Agencies have to consider how to structure "portfolios" of funded projects and initiatives
based on their current mission, the missions of their stakeholders, their sources of funding,
and the track-records of the organizations and people they fund. In order to make DeSci
compatible with or even superior to CeSci projects and organizations in this context, DeSci
systems would have to enable a high level of situational awareness for funders in terms of
both progress and potential for impact, while offering advantages in terms of cost and
comparability. This may not be immediately achieved – like most new services and
systems, DeSci may start off with inefficient processes, and will become cheaper and
more efficient in producing informational products of higher quality over time.

Operations
Accountability and use of funds is taken very seriously in many of the CeSci funding

channels, especially where funding flows through multiple hierarchies. Even where funding
flows through less steps, such as in NGOs, demonstrating success in order to raise funds
constitutes its own stream of work requiring a substantial allocation of attention and
funding. Documentation and records management in operations serves to fulfill the
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"evidential function", pro forma evidence of action and use [127]. These records should be
systematic and need to meet relevant standards for reliability, integrity, compliance, and
comprehensiveness [128]. It is here that DeSci offers challenges and opportunities relative
to traditional systems [20]. Where CeSci organizations rely heavily on manual processes
in order to meet documentation requirements, DeSci is predisposed toward generating
records by merit of reliance on formalized, computational protocols. However, these
advantages will only be realized if there is a directed effort to ensure
automatically-generated records are adapted to map to the myriad CeSci requirements.

Legal
Many of the business-, technical-, and operations-related documentation

requirements extend to legal use. It is in this domain that records serve their "warranty
function", clarifying intents, deliverables, requirements, and other agreements [127].
Project documentation and both personal and organizational identity become key
obstacles to DeSci's compatibility with CeSci, especially where teams are emergent or
may change in structure over time. Extensive work is required in this domain in order to
overcome legal compatibility challenges, given that no amount of advantages of efficiency,
cost, quality, or impact can allow DeSci to circumvent problems related to CeSci funders
being able to exercise their options related to legal recourse.

Technical
Technical aspects of CeSci funding blend with operations and legal aspects, as

would be the case with most bureaucratic systems. The synthesis between these two
sections (operations and legal) is where the potential bridge between DeSci and CeSci is
currently most precarious, given that an inability to meet legal requirements will eliminate
this bridge entirely. However, it is also where the bridge has the potential to outperform
traditionally-funded organizations, as meeting operating and legal requirements
computationally would, as previously suggested, offer a number of advantages.

Social
The proverbial "pipeline" of government and institutional funding to research and

development can be monolithic, baroque, and at times quite obscure [129]. Those involved
in the channeling of funds have standard operating procedures encoded both in terms of
business, operations, legal, and technical surfaces, as well as in social norms and in
narratives. The preference for DeSci to offer more accountability or other efficiencies for
research is compatible with the preferences and requirements of those who currently
occupy positions which channel funds in CeSci. Case studies, post-mortems, and high
levels of visibility in both successes and failures, as well as test-runs in incubators or
regulatory sandboxes, could assist in communicating the benefits of DeSci to potential
stakeholders. Further, finding ways to allow DeSci systems to be flexible enough to map
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directly to CeSci standards for accountability could also facilitate DeSci integration. For
example, even though DeSci allows for and can encourage purely horizontal teams, one
can start with teams which can: assign a higher authority and offer them power of direct
oversight, allow them to measure and assess compliance and performance, and be
responsible for reporting and conveying that information to funders (even where this could
be automated) [130] to help to introduce CeSci standards to DeSci without requiring
excessive accommodation.

BOLTS and Reliability for Science Systems
It is important to provide reliability in all of these BOLTS dimensions, as new

technologies and systems can easily fail if there are repeated bad experiences or
unexpected incompatibilities. Even if the technical and legal aspects of DeSci funding
out-perform CeSci funding, failure of DeSci to provide a smooth integration from the social
and business perspectives could delay or prevent wide adoption. For example, traditional
funding agencies often come in at middle-to-late stages of research projects, which is why
so much preliminary work is required for a NSF/NIH grant. It is often said grants are not
“for ideas”, but rather they are for seriously-developed avenues of specific tractable
research. In DeSci, some more speculative vehicles might exist (e.g. a “Learner’s Fund”),
but we cannot expect these new vehicles to back-propagate the risk-tolerance of DeSci
into legally- and organizationally-bound CeSci funding agencies.

A priority of both CeSci and DeSci is to ensure reliability of outcomes and high
levels of accountability, in complex scientific commons. If a team has been funded,
disintegration or failure to produce work doesn’t just mean a negative outcome for the
team, it means a negative outcome for the funder, which has the potential for network
impacts on trust within the entire market. This means that teams within the DeSci space
would not only need to vastly outperform CeSci in terms of cost, time-to-impact, and
efficiency, but would also need to effectively be perceived as high-reliability organizations
in order for the market to survive. Given that DeSci teams are likely to be emergent, they
may not be able to rely on intimate trust between one another, and instead will have to rely
heavily on shared Ontology, Narrative, Formal documents, and Tools [23]. The team
working environment should be designed to create the best possible conditions for the
cognitive security of the individuals on teams, such that they stay on task, maintain
consistency in terms of goals and intents, and understand their impact on the team and
the future of the market as a whole. This type of system design also means high cognitive
security on the part of the funder, which means high visibility and high quality narrative
information management tools at their disposal [41], the ability to do retroactive analysis of
track-records of individuals and collections of individuals, the ability to rapidly compare
projects, and the ability to negotiate cost as a basis to reduce risk based on current
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information. Additionally, transparency ensures that when things do go wrong, it reduces
the negative sentiment of the funder on the network, and might be mitigated by insurance
options (e.g. community stake in research) or in-house recourse options (e.g. sanctions
and penalties on negligent and bad-faith actors)

While we detailed the BOLTS conflicts related to funding processes as DeSci
practices are integrated into existing CeSci practices, this framework can be applied to
several other aspects of this integration such as the publication of knowledge artifacts,
scientific review of knowledge artifacts, communicating research results at conferences,
analyzing data, training and mentoring new researchers, and developing scientific
software. CeSci and other fields already have successful aspects which should be
preserved as DeSci is integrated, such as specific mentorship, individual, and peer
development programs. As a framework that furthers the holistic design of
transdisciplinary systems for science, we we suggest that Active Inference provides
additional insights and directions related to DeSci, which have been outlined in the this
work.
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Discussion
This paper evaluated the opportunity to implement decentralized science in Web3

technologies from the perspective of Active Inference.

We first highlighted the distinction between two approaches to scientific research,
respectively Centralized Science (CeSci), where research is driven from the top-down
perspective of centralizing institutions, and Decentralized Science (DeSci), where it is
driven from the bottom up through situated sensemaking by communities of practices.
Both approaches may work together, without either approach dominating the other. We
argued that the DeSci stance can facilitate the governance of scientific knowledge
(understood as an epistemic common good) by providing both the incentive and the
opportunity to build a detailed understanding of various systems and problems in an
integrated language.

We consequently reviewed potential avenues to implement DeSci in the era of
Web3. We underlied a major limitation to marketization and tokenization, one of the main
mechanisms of Web3 technologies, namely that creating real world value for the token
renders it vulnerable to speculative investment and hoarding (and other corruptive
influence). We discussed the potential roles and benefits of modern affordances, including
online teams, blockchain, tokenization, and smart contracts. Finally, we discussed several
practical aspects of integrating DeSci concepts and practices into CeSci, such as
business, operations, legal, technical, and social (BOLTS) aspects of this transition.

Finally, we discussed the role of the Active Inference framework in describing
scientific ecosystems. As a formalism relating the basic activity of dynamical systems to
epistemic inference, we argued it is a natural fit to describe science as a socio-institutional
system. We outlined an Active Entity Ontology for Science (AEOS), intended to define key
Entity Classes, Entity Types, Areas of Concern, Roles, Affordances, and Action-Perception
States involved in conducting scientific work, whether CeSci or DeSci, with examples
illustrating particular embodiments of this ontology. We hope that further development of
research within the scope of AEOS would yield fruitful progress in our ability to design and
evaluate possible forms of scientific organization.

Some specific next steps include:
● In the open source Active Blockference package [131], we are developing Active

Inference models that are implemented in the complex system modeling framework
cadCAD [132], with a goal of enabling description, analysis, and simulations of
complex cognitive ecosystems of “shared intelligence” [28].
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● Exploration of Active Inference ontologies and relationships with category theory
[116] and other formalisms.

● Creation of Graphical User Interface for DeSci (DeSciCAD), to enable the real-time
use of AEOS in science ecosystem design and operation. For example, a user
could select entity types, assign them roles, connect the entities with
affordance-based edges, and engage in simulation and parameter optimization. The
front end of such a design interface would ideally be accessible (via visual, textual
and other modalities) and enable productive creation of composable Active
Inference simulations.

● Exploring system designs in AEOS that scaffold and incentivize different kinds of
research such as basic/theoretical, translational/applied, and quantitative/qualitative
work. One specific application would be to use AEOS in behavioral modeling of
incentive gaps, such as getting people to publish data even if they don't publish the
paper, or finding ways to accept modular contributions, so that in the case of
retraction or deciding not to publish, pieces can still be made available and citable.

We hope that this work has provided a useful understanding of DeSci with respect
to the current CeSci system in terms of what is possible now and in the future, and an
interactive modeling framework in AEOS which we will continue to develop and apply.
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